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By illustrated by Alex Raymond

IDW Publishing, 2012. Hard Cover. Book Condition: New. Nominated for TWO EISNER AWARDS for
best NEWSPAPER STRIP REPRINT and BEST BOOK DESIGN Full Colour illustrations. This gigantic
volume collects every Flash Gordon and Jungle Jimfrom June 7, 1936 through March 5, 1939. The
introductory material includes a look at the Flash Gordon movie serials. This volume is the second in
a series of four. The Definitive Flash Gordon & Jungle Jim presents every Sunday strip by Raymond
from both classic strips together for the first time, in the oversized 12" x 16" champagne edition
format. Created by Raymond in 1934, Flash Gordon is arguably the most famous science fiction
comic strip of all time. It follows the adventures of the title character and his companions - Dale
Arden and Dr. Zarkov - as they leave Earth to discover the source of meteors that are threatening the
planet, and get waylaid on the planet Mongo, where they battle the evil Ming the Merciless. The
three Earthlings encounter one strange race after another, from the water-breathing Shark-Men of
the Undersea Kingdom, to the winged Hawkmen, to the ferocious Tusk-Men. All the while, Flash
finds himself in the arms of one beautiful woman...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is not di icult in study preferable to understand. it was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. You are going to like just how the author
compose this book.
-- Leola Smith-- Leola Smith

Simply no phrases to describe. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform the instant you
complete reading this article book.
-- Rowland Bauch-- Rowland Bauch
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